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Note on indeterminacy
schizophrenic code & dis-eases  of the Cyborgs
Heidegger asserts that “…approaching tide of technological revolution 
in the atomic age could so captivate, bewitch, dazzle, and beguile man 
that calculative thinking may someday come to be accepted and 
practiced as the only way of thinking.” (1966, p. 56)
A deep ontological anguish defines our imaginary of humans
Squeezed between the humans of past and future 
Cyborg as a utopian or dystopean figure
Cyborg as a dualistic human/technology hybrid/integration


Disjointed epistemology & ontology 
of cyborg
Dualistic  - focused on human or technological improvements (Health 4.0)
Overtly fixed and temporal
‘or indeed hybrids at all’, but rather as ‘imploded entities, dense material semiotic 
“things”....articulated string figures of ontologically heterogeneous, historically situated, 
materially rich, virally proliferating relatings of particular sorts’ (Haraway 2012:301)
She argues that all individuals in contemporary Western societies have become cyborgs 
(a term that melds ‘cybernetic’ and ‘organism’) in their interaction with technologies, 
blurring the distinction between human and machine (Haraway 2012 , p.567)
Cyborg as a liminal space & assemblage in flux
A body is not defined by the form that determines it nor as a
determinate substance or subject nor by the organs it
possesses or the functions it fulfils. Bodies are created through
temporary assemblages that may involve connections between
the organic and inorganic. (Deleuze 1972)
The holey space of dis-eases
• Holes as relations between stratified and smooth spaces
• Holes as spaces of incantations – spells, charms, hexes, curses, 
invocations
• The howls of the cyborg
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The becoming of cyborg body
Cyborg’s visuality and visual desires
Cyborg “enviroment” and skin – between data and air
Towards a new relation to one’s cyborg bodies and souls
• Dismantling – fixed, deterministic and dualistic health imaginaries
• Dis-ease as a process of relating to one’s cyborg assemblages
• Reclaiming our numb/anaesthetised cyborg flesh
• Dis-ease about the stratifying force of sedimentations and addictions
• Towards Cyborg as a smooth liminal space and a body without organ
